	<<<<<<<<Begin Avalon Mission XXII: "To Steal a Mockingbird" >>>>>>>>
Host CO_Hebert says:
:: is in shuttle preparing to enter the Warbird ::
CTO:  Is everyone ready and prepped to go?
ATO_Lt_Malcom says:
::Holding a phaser::
OPS_Ferguson says:
::is poised and ready to go with her two fully charged phaser rifles::
CSO_Daan says:
CTO: I just did a scan there is 50 people abourd.
CTO_Hunter says:
CO: Aye Sir right to go.
EO_Fixit says:
::has his rifle rasied and ready to fired at the slightest whim::
CEO_MacLEOD says:
::checks phaser charge and setting, moves over to CNS::  CNS:  Sasha, ready when you are.
CNS_Lynix says:
::growls and stays low:: CTO: ready  ::charges 1 of many weapons::
CSO_Daan says:
:: gets phaser rifle ready::
Host CO_Hebert says:
:: shoulders his rifle and preps himself ::
all:  Stealth move out, no talking, hand signals.  Constant scans, we want to dispose of the crew quickly and quietly, reminder, set to stun, heavy.
ATO_Lt_Malcom says:
::decides to put phasers away, and take a tricorder with him also::
CNS_Lynix says:
CEO: all set .. ::grins:
Host AMB_S`lia says:
@::on the bridge of the Warbird::
CTO_Hunter says:
CNS/CEO: Head for Engineering 
CSO_Daan says:
:: sets rifle to heavy stun::
ATO_Lt_Malcom says:
::sets phasers to heavy stun::
CNS_Lynix says:
::nods and heads down the hall staying low::
Host CO_Hebert says:
:: touches console and equals drilling presurasation so alarms won't go off and starts the drill into the Warbird ::
CEO_MacLEOD says:
::follows CNS::
CTO_Hunter says:
:: Sets phasers riffle to stun ::
	
	The Airlock doors of the shuttle open, allowing access to the dark and musty interior of the Warbird

Host AMB_S`lia says:
RCTO: Maintain stations, and keep running sensor sweeps of the area.  
Host CO_Hebert says:
:: puts hand up as in "Halt" manner and he walks onto the Warbird with phaser ready ::
OPS_Ferguson says:
::double checking her rifles to see if they are set to the highest stun setting::
ATO_Lt_Malcom says:
::Stays behind the brave CO::
<RCTO S'Valek> ::nods at the Commander:: Yes Commander.
CTO_Hunter says:
ATO/CMO: I need you to take control of sickbay or what every they call it.
CNS_Lynix says:
::stalks down the hall sniffing the air for heat::
EO_Fixit says:
::folows the CO out and waits for an order from the CEO::
Host CO_Hebert says:
:: stays along the wall and whispers ::
CTO: Let's move out... :: does a forward hand signal ::
CEO_MacLEOD says:
CNS:  Doesn't look, ::sniff::  or smell like your run of the mill Romulian ship.
ATO_Lt_Malcom says:
::Nods at CTO::
OPS_Ferguson says:
::follows the CO::
CSO_Daan says:
:: whispers:: CTO: Am i with you?
CEO_MacLEOD says:
::sees EO::  EO:  Stay with the CAptain, Fixit.
CMO-Kriss says:
::readies weapon, looks back at Wren to see his vitals are about normal::

	In several places along the corridor, the crew can see that the emblem of the Romulan Empire has been scratched out, in its place a 	black banner now stands.  It is becoming more and more obvious that this is a genuine pirate vessel.

Host AMB_S`lia says:
ROPS: Have we received our next orders?  ::thinks they have kept us out here for too long::
Host CO_Hebert says:
CSO/OPS: :: whispers ::  Can you give me some directions to the main engineering compartment ::
EO_Fixit says:
CEO:Aye Sir ::follows the captain::
ATO_Lt_Malcom says:
::waits for CMO::
CTO_Hunter says:
CSO: yes and so is everyone else we need to take control of the bridge.
CNS_Lynix says:
::doesn't see anyone and watches the group spread out::
CEO_MacLEOD says:
::notices the modified decor::
ATO_Lt_Malcom says:
::Scans the ship for the location of Sickbay::
Host CO_Hebert says:
:: holds hand into fan out ::
all:  ok, we going to do this the old fasion way, take up the whole coridor, Mr. Vaneer, you and Mr. Hunter take the rear.
<ROPS> S'Lia: Yes Commander, they have nearly concluded the negotiations with the Cardassian Union,  we will pickup the hostages and deliver them to our contact at 0730hrs.  We will be paid off at the same time.
CSO_Daan says:
:: Scans the ship for engineering:
CEO_MacLEOD says:
::stays close to CNS::  CNS:  Any idea where they keep the engine rooms on these ships?
Host CO_Hebert says:
:: continues in direction that his instict tells him ::
CSO_Daan says:
CO: Aye sir.
CTO_Hunter says:
:: Heads for the rear ::
CSO_Daan says:
:: Follows CTO::
CNS_Lynix says:
::points to the display on th ewall and nods with a grin, whisper:: CEO: follow the srrows
CNS_Lynix says:
<the Wall>
OPS_Ferguson says:
::whispers::  CO:  Sorry Captain I seemed to have left my tricorder behind
Host CO_Hebert says:
:: holds his phaser at the ready position and starts around a corner ::
CEO_MacLEOD says:
CNS:  Oh yeah.  ::nods::
CNS_Lynix says:
::motions to follow and heads for the closest lift, keeping low::
Host AMB_S`lia says:
ROPS: Excellent, notify the extraction team.  I want to be underway as soon as possible.
CTO_Hunter says:
:: Looks to the CO for orders ::

	A group of off duty Romulans come around the corner, and nearly run right into Captain Hebert, they pull disruptors...

Host CO_Hebert says:
:: takes a close range shot then ducks back around the coridor ::
EO_Fixit says:
::raises his rifle and preapres to fire at the romulans::
CMO-Kriss says:
::Looks at ATO to see the direction that his tricorder has shown the sickbay::
OPS_Ferguson says:
::fires one rifle just as she is hit in the shoulder::
CTO_Hunter says:
:: Fires phaser riffle at the romulans ::
CSO_Daan says:
::gets ready for fire::
CNS_Lynix says:
::hears the shots, whisper:: CEO: come on we got to hurry!
Host CO_Hebert says:
all:  They know we here now... get these :: fires another volley ::
ATO_Lt_Malcom says:
::ducks at phasers and return fire::
<Rom1>::sees the federation officers and fires his diruptor at the closest officer::
EO_Fixit says:
::fires his rifle at the group of romulans::

	The Romulan's fan out, one of them runs back, presumably to gather re-enforcements or alert the bridge.... On the bridge the Romulan 	TAC notices phaser and disruptor fire on a lower deck and dutifully informs his commander...

CTO_Hunter says:
:: then dives for cover ::
CEO_MacLEOD says:
::follows CNS::  CNS:  I'm with ya.
Host CO_Hebert says:
:: jumps to the ground and does a roll in the near close coridor ::
OPS_Ferguson says:
::goes with the CO::
CEO_MacLEOD says:
::takes safety off phaser::
CSO_Daan says:
dives for cover::
<Rom2> ::dives behind convieniently placed metal gizmo and fires at the group of starfleet officers:
Host CO_Hebert says:
all:  Set up, defensive pattern, hold in door covering!
CTO_Hunter says:
CSO: I need scans of this area now.
EO_Fixit says:
::fires once again at the romulan running away and leaps behind a bulkhead and awaits orders::
Host AMB_S`lia says:
RTAC: Signal alert, All officers are to fire on sight of intruders.
OPS_Ferguson says:
CO:  Aye sir
CNS_Lynix says:
::runs to the Lift and heads for ME:: CEO: stay close to the wall and out of site when the door opens
CSO_Daan says:
:: scans area::
ATO_Lt_Malcom says:
::does a round kick on the ground and stun Rom2 or somebody::
CMO-Kriss says:
::ducks out of range of blasts::

	Alarms blare all over the warbird,  looks like the jig is up.

CEO_MacLEOD says:
::nods::CNS:  Sounds like our cover is blow to hell.
CSO_Daan says:
CO: Sir the engineering area is straight ahead.
OPS_Ferguson says:
::hears the alarms::  CO:  Now what
Host CO_Hebert says:
CTO:  Get me a solution, Mr. Hunter, you and Mr. Vaneer go around the coridor and flank, Mr. Fixit, get up here!
CNS_Lynix says:
CEO: fine! we fire fight there! lets go! 
Host CO_Hebert says:
:: fires a couple of covering shots ::
CTO_Hunter says:
:: Sets phaser riffle to wide stun and fires at the romulans ::

The Romulan's opposing the Starfleet Group begin to fall back towards engineering,  Captain Hebert's dislocated shoulder is caught with a grazing blast, sending him to the ground in pain.

CEO_MacLEOD says:
CNS: Lets do it!
EO_Fixit says:
::ducks disruptor fire and gets behind the CO::CO:what do you need sir?
CNS_Lynix says:
::enters lift and access controls to ME::
Host CO_Hebert says:
:: hits the ground and darkness swallows his vision ::
CSO_Daan says:
:: goes around to flank::
CMO-Kriss says:
::Sees the CO get hit::
<RSec>::ducks into engineering, firing wildly at the federation intruders::
OPS_Ferguson says:
::sees her Captain go down::  CO: Captain!!!!!
Host CO_Hebert says:
:: sees minor lightning like a sparkling effect ::
CNS_Lynix says:
::door opens to ME::
CTO_Hunter says:
:: Moves forward staying undercover ::
CNS_Lynix says:
::aims weapon and is ready:: CEO: set!

	The starfleet group can hear more romulans coming up behind them, getting closer, cutting off retreat

CSO_Daan says:
:: rifle ready to fire::
CEO_MacLEOD says:
::nods to CNS::
ATO_Lt_Malcom says:
::Moves toward Engineering and fire phaser::
EO_Fixit says:
::quickly grabs the CO and pulls him back behind the bulkhead::
<RSec> ::smiles as she sees thier captain fall, takes carefull aim at his exposed form and prepares to fire::
CMO-Kriss ::makes way to CO, Gives hypo to stop bleeding and to liven him up:: (Hypospray.wav)
CTO_Hunter says:
:: Turns around and readying to fire ::
Host CO_Hebert says:
:: awakes in heavy pain ::
all:  :: screams in pain ::  Move Forward, Get into Engineering now!
CNS_Lynix says:
::enters engineering ans starts stunning the crew members::

	RSEC is tossed across the room by a phaser blast, slamming against a bulkhead, just before she can pull the trigger

CEO_MacLEOD says:
::bringa phaser rifle to firing position::
Host AMB_S`lia says:
RTac:  I want them dead, there is no room for error here... there is too much at stake!
ATO_Lt_Malcom says:
::Fires at any Romulan Sec...::
Host CO_Hebert says:
:: scrambles to his feet ::
CSO_Daan says:
:: moves towards engineering::
CEO_MacLEOD says:
::follows CNS into battle, immediatly locks onto a Romulian and opens fire, point blank, max power.  Smiles as the Romulian vaporizes::
CMO-Kriss says:
CO: it doesn't look to bad.  ::trying to lie with feeling eventhough part of the shoulder is gone.::

A Stray phaser blast hits one of the power control units in engineering, the Romulan's loose internal sensors...

CNS_Lynix says:
CEO: this is your turf! find the main conrtols!
CSO_Daan says:
::fires at the romulan ahead::
Host CO_Hebert says:
:: uses his only good arm left and takes more shots while starting to move forward again, but with a limping motion ::
OPS_Ferguson says:
::moves with her crew towards ENG::
EO_Fixit says:
::pulls one of his grenades and throws it in the direction of the romulan security officers::
CTO_Hunter says:
:: throws a photon charnge down the hall to the rear ::
CSO_Daan says:
ALL: There Internal sensors are down!
CEO_MacLEOD says:
CNS:  I'm on it.  ::cuts through some Romulians on his way to what looks like the main power distribution net::
OPS_Ferguson says:
::gets hit in the leg as she is firing more shots::
CNS_Lynix says:
::jumps behind a console and fires at the guards entering to room::
<RSec> ::collapses against the bulkhead, blood pouring from her head::
Host CO_Hebert says:
ALL:  Good, I want a full frontal assault, in a defensive manner, everyone... Engineering is right around this coridor turn!

	A Massive explosion rocks the room as the EO's photon grenade explodes, everyone is momentarily disoriented, and their is some 	systems damage.

CEO_MacLEOD says:
::reaches counsole, looks over a maze of displays and readouts::
ATO_Lt_Malcom says:
::Walks toward Engineering::
CSO_Daan says:
:: goes up front and throws a grenade at the on coming Romulans::
OPS_Ferguson says:
::limps her fastest speed to get to ENG::
CNS_Lynix says:
CEO: your covered! do it! ::fires again::
CTO_Hunter says:
CO: Aye sir.
CEO_MacLEOD says:
::nails a Romulian with the butt of rifle::  CNS:  All-right, time for a little power failure.
CTO_Hunter says:
CSO: give me a scan of whats behind that door.
CSO_Daan says:
:: scans::
CNS_Lynix says:
::fires again:: CEO: anytime is good !!
Host CO_Hebert says:
:: is at the door, Opens the ME door and tosses two live sonic granades ::
Host AMB_S`lia says:
REng: Get those sensors up! This is not the time for us to be operating blindly
CEO_MacLEOD says:
::punches buttons and flips switches, notices reactor surge and wine::
Host CO_Hebert says:
:: In the doors and steps out the way ::
CSO_Daan says:
CTO: Engineering.
Host AMB_S`lia says:
RTac: What was their last known location?
Host CO_Hebert says:
all:  Ok, I want two of you to go left once to go in, and two right?  Ready?
CEO_MacLEOD says:
Self:  No, that wasn't it.
CTO_Hunter says:
CSO: how many romulans are there?

	RSec officers in engineering are deafened by the grenades, one collapses, but their superior romulan pysiology prevents greater 	damage from being done.

CSO_Daan says:
ALL: READY!
OPS_Ferguson says:
CO:  Ready
CEO_MacLEOD says:
::works some more controls::
<RTac> S'lia: outside of engineering, Commander.
ATO_Lt_Malcom says:
::Walks towards the door::
CTO_Hunter says:
:: takes look behind him to make sure the way is clear. ::
Host CO_Hebert says:
All:  Now!  :: as he enters the door and dives right, he tosses a phton granade near some panaling near the core consoles ::
CEO_MacLEOD says:
::reactor output appears to drop::  CNS:  I think I've got it.
OPS_Ferguson says:
::goes in to the right::
CSO_Daan says:
:: fires as he runs in engineering::

	The Federation contingent has penetrated engineering, unfortunately the Security Group that came up behind them is now within range 	and fireing, a stray shot hits one of the main power control centers and the entire ship shudders momentarily as power is blacked out.

<RSec>::Lunges at ATO Malcom, knocking him to the floor::
Host CO_Hebert says:
:: right arm is pounding very hard and he rolls behind a console firing rifles phaser shots until his phaser starts to lose power ::
CTO_Hunter says:
:: Enters the door way tossing a phton charge as he dives to the left ::
CNS_Lynix says:
::adjust to the dark:: self: My turn! he!
EO_Fixit says:
::heads right ducking the disruptor fire::
OPS_Ferguson says:
::fires her rifle at the Romulans::
ATO_Lt_Malcom says:
::Does a roundhouse kick on RSec while on the floor::
ATO_Lt_Malcom says:
::Knocks the RSec on the floor and stuns him with phasers::
Host CO_Hebert says:
:: pulls out a light flare from his pack and pulls the end off throwing it in the center of engineering ::
CSO_Daan says:
:: sees ATO getting thrown and helps him by beat the Romulan::
CNS_Lynix says:
::jumps the consoel and tears into the romulan while they are stunned:
CEO_MacLEOD says:
::opens fire on two Romulians getting a little too close::
<RSec> ::wraps arm around the ATO's neck and holds him down::
CTO_Hunter says:
CSO: scan the area tell me how many romulans are in here with us.
Host CO_Hebert says:
ALL:  Eveyrone inside of ME, and seal them doors shut, so they come in this way!

	The Romulan Security forces are being cut down, but by now most of the Federation Forces are showing injuries, minor wounds burns and 	gashes that are definately going to leave scars.

CSO_Daan says:
::scans::
OPS_Ferguson says:
::sees a Romulan coming toward her so she fires::
CNS_Lynix says:
::strikes one in the head with fist and another with riffle butt::
EO_Fixit says:
::sees the RSec chokeing the ATO and fires his phaser at him::
CSO_Daan says:
CTO: 13 Romulans.
<RSec> ::collapses onto the ATO, unconscious::
Host CO_Hebert says:
:: tosses his phaser since its empty and pulls out another phaser with another photon granade ::
CTO_Hunter says:
CSO: Where!?
CNS_Lynix says:
::growls as she bites one in the shoulder::
ATO_Lt_Malcom says:
::Feels a bit brutal but push aside that thought::
CSO_Daan says:
CTO: Outside the door.

	ATO is having severe troubles breathing, scars from the romulan security officer marking his throat and windpipe

Host AMB_S`lia says:
REng: What is going on here!
CTO_Hunter says:
:: Takes a few pop shoot then takes cover ::
OPS_Ferguson says:
::fires as she is pushing her way through::
Host CO_Hebert says:
:: crawls around the console and sees a group of Romulans behind a door ::
:: tosses a phton grande above them and lands it right on the console above their head ::
CNS_Lynix says:
::strikes him down and takes the moment to reach the master control station::
ATO_Lt_Malcom says:
::Grasp for air... pulls the collar of his uniform to cover his throat::
EO_Fixit says:
::heads to a console and attempts to seal engineering::
Host CO_Hebert says:
all:  Ok, once that door is sealed, I want these people out of engineering, ready, full assault?  :: says it just enough to be heard of the phaser fire ::

	A Massive explosion rocks engineering, the CO's last grenade punctured a plasma tank and it is slowly seeping down towards the floor, 	several romulan security officers scream in pain as they are engulfed

CEO_MacLEOD says:
::Takes aim on a Romulian, who quickly grabs rifle and twists it out of my hands, snaping my wrist::
<REO>:: peeps from behind a console and fires into the federation group::
CNS_Lynix says:
EO: do you have transporter control?
ATO_Lt_Malcom says:
::Managed to whisper a "help"::
CSO_Daan says:
::sees the door panal and shoots at it so it can be sealed::
CEO_MacLEOD says:
::falls to deck in pain, as Romulian takes aim with my weapon, as I hit the deck, I kick the Romulian's feet out from under him, he falls to the deck and fires a shot at the celing

	CEO drops to ground in pain, bones from wrist smashed and sticking out, very unpleasant

CSO_Daan says:
CO: The door is seal but 5 Romulans are still in here!
CTO_Hunter says:
CSO: scan the area are there any romulans left in here with us?
Host CO_Hebert says:
:: sees the rumble and takes careful aim on the romulan grapling MacLeod, and he fires in the direction ::
EO_Fixit says:
CNS: I don't have much control over anything at the moment, ::sees the plasma and climbs up to the upper level and continues his efforts from there::
CMO-Kriss says:
::Hears a slight whisper for help, heads in that direction::
CSO_Daan says:
CTO: Yes, 5!
CNS_Lynix says:
::sees the CEO and rage fills eyes .. jump the romulan and breaks his neck::
ATO_Lt_Malcom says:
::Fires a random phaser fire while falling to the ground::
CSO_Daan says:
:: sees 2 Romulans coming toward me and fires rifle::
CTO_Hunter says:
CSO: Where are they?
CNS_Lynix says:
::drops the limp romulan to the floor:: CEO: you ok?
EO_Fixit says:
::gets to one of the panels and tires to seal off that plasma leak::
Host AMB_S`lia says:
RTac:  Get your people down there! I want control of this ship secured in our hands! 
CSO_Daan says:
::scans::
Host CO_Hebert says:
all:  Ready? :: notices that the back entrence into Engineering has been sealed ::
Full frontal assault!
CEO_MacLEOD says:
holds wrist, grimaces in pail as I slowly get up::  CNS:  Just a little brake, I'll be fine.
OPS_Ferguson says:
::she fires at the Romulans who are coming toward her::  Rom:  That is for my Grandmother
CMO-Kriss ::gives hypo to ATO:: (Hypospray.wav)
CSO_Daan says:
CTO: By the door.

	The Remaining RSEC's flee Engineering as the deadly plasma filters down, in a very few minutes it will have reached the main level 	where the starfleet officers are.

Host CO_Hebert says:
:: swings to the left and dives by another console popping up to take three more shots ::
CNS_Lynix says:
::growls and returns to the console:: All: we got a problem!
<REO>::Screams in pain and lunges at one of the federation officers as the plasma reaches her::
CEO_MacLEOD says:
::looks at wrist, feels a little nausous, almost passes out::
ATO_Lt_Malcom says:
::Becomes unconcious::
CSO_Daan says:
CO: We need to get out of this room!
Host CO_Hebert says:
all:  Ok, I need Mr. MacLeod, here now!  I need you to get some kind of enviromental syste to clear this stuff!  Mr. Fixit, you to.
	
	The REO grabs onto the CNS in a lunge, carrying some plasma coolant with her, the CNS screams in pain as her skin is burned

CNS_Lynix says:
ALL: the plasma leak is almost here! we got to scootnow!
CMO-Kriss says:
::Repairs throat of ATO::
Host CO_Hebert says:
CSO: Understood, but I want to make sure they can't stop us, I am not leaving here until I know they can't take this place back.
OPS_Ferguson says:
::sees the plasma and prepares to leave the room::
CNS_Lynix says:
argh! ::claws dig into the romulan and rip her off::
CSO_Daan says:
CO: Then i am staying too!
CEO_MacLEOD says:
::moves slugishly over to the CO::  CO: Captain?
CMO-Kriss says:
Anyone, We need to move the ATO out of the Plasma that is filling engineering.
EO_Fixit says:
CO:Already on it sir ::continues trying to seal the leak::
<REO>::falls to the floor as the plasma overtakes her::
OPS_Ferguson says:
CMO:  I'll help
CSO_Daan says:
CMO: I will get him out!
CNS_Lynix says:
::is really mad now::
CMO-Kriss says:
CEO: You ok?
CSO_Daan says:
OPS: Give me a hand!
CMO-Kriss says:
CO: How is your shoulder?

	The plasma leak slows, however it is still present, they have bought some time...

Host CO_Hebert says:
All:  Nevermind, prepare to leave ME, I want three sets of phton charges placed around ALL entrences into this place... be ready to move out on the way to the bridge.
CEO_MacLEOD says:
::holds up wrist to CMO::  CMO: Can you patch this?
CSO_Daan says:
::drags ATO out of the room behind a bulkhead::
Host CO_Hebert says:
CMO:  See what you can do... quickly, won't take them long to regroup.

	The ATO regains conciousness, he's weak but not permanently damaged

CNS_Lynix says:
::growls and holds bare spot on side::
Host AMB_S`lia says:
::Drags the tac officer from his station:: RTAC: You get down there with your men or die here as a coward!
CEO_MacLEOD says:
CMO:  Ahhh!  It hurts Doc, real bad.
EO_Fixit says:
Co: I've tried everything i can think of and at best I've slowed the leak, estimate we ahve a couple extra minutes
Host CO_Hebert says:
:: turns and bites his lips after dishing out orders from all the pain he has not letting his crew see him falter ::
OPS_Ferguson says:
::sees the ATO being pulled to safety::
ATO_Lt_Malcom says:
::managed to set his phaser to overload in... let's say 10 minutes...::
CTO_Hunter says:
:: Set three phton charges placed around the nears door to me ::
Host CO_Hebert says:
EO:  :: regains composure ::
Understood, prep those charges.
<RTAC> S'Lia: I Will not die for YOU! ::lunges at S'Lia, trying to grab her throat::
EO_Fixit says:
::gets the charges ready::
CMO-Kriss CEO:  Oh, a little boo boo, Here this will help.  ::administers a healing scan:: (Hypospray.wav)
OPS_Ferguson says:
CO:  Now what should we do?  ::as she is limping towards him::
Host CO_Hebert says:
CTO:  Get us ready, reload us back up and prep to get out.
CNS_Lynix says:
::surves the room::
CSO_Daan says:
:: Sets some more photon gernades::
EO_Fixit says:
::makes sure the charges are ready: CO: We are set sir
CEO_MacLEOD says:
::pain starts to deminish::  CMO:  Thanks, Kriss.
Host AMB_S`lia says:
::draws her disruptor and fires at the Tac officer,:: RTAC: but you will die!
OPS_Ferguson says:
CO:  I'm with you wherever you go
CNS_Lynix says:
::goes to the door and watches the hall for an escape::
Host CO_Hebert says:
All:  This is quick I know, regroup, standard echolon formation, prepare to move out of engineering, Mr. Fixit, I want you to stay in here as long as you can an do whatever damage to all systems in engineering to benefit us you can.
<RTAC> ::Screams as he is vapourized, his hands still wrapped around S'Lia's wrists, tendrils of energy shoot up her arms as the disruptor begins burning her flesh::
CTO_Hunter says:
CO: Aye sir. :: gets everyone ready and preped to get out ::
CSO_Daan says:
Lets get out of here!
CNS_Lynix says:
CO: hall looks clear
Host CO_Hebert says:
:: sets up at the main exit of engineering ::
All:  Let's move out!
EO_Fixit says:
Co:Aye sir ::sends a power surge through the secondary conduit directly to the bridge:: 
Host AMB_S`lia says:
::stifles a scream and stumbles backwards::
CEO_MacLEOD says:
::moves slowly to EO, legs still a little shakey::  EO:  Need a hand EO, I've still got one good arm.
ATO_Lt_Malcom says:
::Is concious, but can't move yet...::
CMO-Kriss says:
::CEO's wrist is set and repaired for use until a complete repair job can be made back on the shuttle::
CSO_Daan says:
::gets out of the room in a hurry::
CTO_Hunter says:
:: Looks door the hall nearest to him ::

	S'lia manages to extracate herself from the dying RTAC, however her hands are very very badly burned, and she is nearly blinded with 	pain

CNS_Lynix says:
::growls and races down the hall on all fours, very upset::
OPS_Ferguson says:
::follows in formation::
CSO_Daan says:
ATO:Need some help?
CEO_MacLEOD says:
CMO:  Thanks Kriss, I owe you one.
CTO_Hunter says:
:: Heads domn the hall undercover ::
Host CO_Hebert says:
:: exits the ME and starts to look for romulans and starts in a steady pace walk with phaser in his left hand because his right shoulder has almost been blasted off ::
CSO_Daan says:
::drags ATO down the hall again for cover::
ATO_Lt_Malcom says:
CSO: Thanks... ::tries to get up::
CMO-Kriss says:
::heads to ATO to check his condition::
CSO_Daan says:
::gets rifle ready:;
EO_Fixit says:
CEO:No sir, folow the captian, I'll be along shortly, juat one or two things i can do to help out ::tries to short out the artificial gravity system::
Host CO_Hebert says:
:: yells out ::  EO:  Let's go, get out of there, you can't do anymore.
CTO_Hunter says:
:: Grabs the ATO and helps the CSO ::
ATO_Lt_Malcom says:
::Stands up, holding another phaser::
CEO_MacLEOD says:
EO:  All-right, laddie, just don't hang back too long, you're coming back with us, alive.
Host AMB_S`lia says:
::falls to her knees, holding her arms folded across her chest, barely able to restrain screams from the pain::

	The Warbird looses, gravity, everyone floats to the celing, the CO bumps painfully against a bulkhead with his bad arm

EO_Fixit says:
::presses a few more controls to set up morre power surges and leaps out of the engine room just before the plasma reaches him::
CMO-Kriss ATO, this will help you even more. (Hypospray.wav)
Host CO_Hebert says:
:: starts around the coridor and sees a tube access point ::
CSO_Daan says:
SELF: whoaaaa
Host CO_Hebert says:
:: muffles a moan ::
CNS_Lynix says:
::spots a pair of romulan guards and sneak up behind them, holding to the walls with claws, striking them to the floor in pure rage::
<RMed> ::runs up to S'Lia and begins running a dermal regenerator over her hands, also administering a pain killer dampen the nerves::
ATO_Lt_Malcom says:
::feels like floating and remembers his Zero-G training...::

	Everyone is floating...

Host CO_Hebert says:
:: remembers his zero G training and starts a swimming motion off the walls to enter the portal ::  Ok Everyone, up this access, we will float up 6 decks!
EO_Fixit says:
::smacks into the wall as thr gravity systme cuts out halfway through his leap::
CNS_Lynix says:
::holds to the walls and looks back:: CO: all clear
CSO_Daan says:
::goes up the access::
Host AMB_S`lia says:
::feels herself being lifted and the pain begin to ease as a painkiller is injected::
OPS_Ferguson says:
::feels her body moving upward::  Self:  What the...
CMO-Kriss says:
::pushes off the wall and ceiling to the access portal::

	Confusion reigns on the ship as the gravity fades to nothing

Host CO_Hebert says:
:: enters the access portal with trouble bumping his arm a couple of times ::
all:  Let's go... let's move.
CTO_Hunter says:
:: floats into the nearest wall ::
Host CO_Hebert says:
CNS:  Very Well... let's go. up.
EO_Fixit says:
::shakes his head and pushes off against the wal to get back to the group::
CNS_Lynix says:
::moves back to the CO and follows the group.. still anoyed::
CSO_Daan says:
::scans to see what deck we are on::
OPS_Ferguson says:
::follows the CO orders, but her shoulder is also stinging::
Host CO_Hebert says:
all:  Be sure to hold onto the ladder, just in case backups come on, falling 6 flights would be painful.
Host AMB_S`lia says:
::looks down at the raw healing skin, becomes enraged::
ATO_Lt_Malcom says:
::uses cracks between bulkhead to increase velocity::
CEO_MacLEOD says:
::feels feet leave the deck, slams into celing, then into bulkhead::
CSO_Daan says:
ALL: We are on deck 4!
CTO_Hunter says:
:: Grabs at the wall and starts moving for the CSO ::

	The Federation Contingent arrives on the bridge, just as S'Lia's anger is reaching the AM/M Reaction point

Host CO_Hebert says:
CSO: Roger, continue up, :: sees a marking looking like a 3 but not nearly ::
CNS_Lynix says:
::digs claws into the cracks in the sides and growls loudly::
Host AMB_S`lia says:
RMed:  Enough! Leave them!  
EO_Fixit says:
::grabs one of the rungs with one hand and rubs the nasty black eye the he's forming::
CTO_Hunter says:
CO: Sir your orders? 
OPS_Ferguson says:
::grabs hold of ladder just at the right moment::
Host CO_Hebert says:
:: pulls phaser and stumbles to aim at S'lia ::
Stop, Or I will fire!  :: fires at a person on the bridge but not Slia ::
Host AMB_S`lia says:
::Strikes out at the federation group as they enter the bridge::
<RMed> ::backs off, and notices the Federation contingent arriving on the bridge, begins babbleing incoherently and pointing, then is vapourized as the CO fires on him::
CSO_Daan says:
::gets on the left side of the CO ready to fire::
OPS_Ferguson says:
::has her phaser rifle ready::
EO_Fixit says:
::exits the tube and enters the bridge firing at anybody with pointy ears not of the Avalon crew::
CEO_MacLEOD says:
::grabs a floating disruptor::
CNS_Lynix says:
::jumps out of the way and grabs the Romulan officers leg, digging claws in deep:: RO: I'm mad!
ATO_Lt_Malcom says:
::Is right under CSO because he/she stops short..::

	Forgotten to nearly everyone, the ATO's phaser begins its final countdown on overload... still in Engineering...

Host CO_Hebert says:
:: takes a shot at another floating person and then aims at S'Lia, stop or I will shoot ::
CTO_Hunter says:
:: Moves around to the others side of the bridge ::
Host AMB_S`lia says:
CO: You will Die for this outrage!
CEO_MacLEOD says:
::decides to grab it by his uninjured hand::
OPS_Ferguson says:
::gets her bearings and fires at every Romulan she sees::
Host CO_Hebert says:
:: turns phaser to slight stun and swings it around and shoots S'lia in her floating leg ::
CNS_Lynix says:
::the romulan screams in pain as blood drips from his leg, and then hears a faint beep:: 
CSO_Daan says:
CO: Shot her!
ATO_Lt_Malcom says:
::is stuck in whatever he's floating in..::
CNS_Lynix says:
all: I hear.. oh no.. phaser on over load!
Host AMB_S`lia says:
::pushes off the bulkhead and into the CO::

	The CO's aim is off, and the shot goes wide...

Host CO_Hebert says:
all:  Secure the bridge, however possible.  :: begins to aim again at the S'lia again ::

	The CO's phaser goes flying as S'Lia slam's into him

CNS_Lynix says:
::runs to the bridge console and gets a lock on the phaser::
EO_Fixit says:
::gets to a panel and tries to restore gavity to the bridge::
Host CO_Hebert says:
:: is tumbling ::
Host CO_Hebert says:
:: tries to graple S'Lia ::
CSO_Daan says:
:: goes and helps the CO::
CNS_Lynix says:
::attempts beam phaser off ship::
CEO_MacLEOD says:
::jumps across bridge,  finds door servos, fires at them::
Host AMB_S`lia says:
::digs her fingers into the CO's bloody shoulder::
CTO_Hunter says:
:: Fires at a Romulan that reaches for his hand phaser ::

	Meanwhile in engineering.... <ATO's Phaser> " Six, five, four, three, two, one..."

CSO_Daan says:
::sees the CO getting beat up and attackes S'lia::
Host CO_Hebert says:
:: yelling ::  ahhhhawworoaowla,s,oae!!!! ::  comes around with an elbow trying to go across her face ::

	The ATO's phaser blows itself to smithereens, sending shrapnel flying around engineering, damageing the warp core....

Host AMB_S`lia says:
::sees the CSO coming and twists, allowing him to hit the CO instead::
CEO_MacLEOD says:
::feels the ship shutter, wonders if the EO got out of engineering::

	The CSO slams into the CO, and fly's off at an obscure angle, landing in what is left of the RMed

Host CO_Hebert says:
:: the punch hits his face and a red liquid begins to pour from his right nostril, the bubles of liquid are floating everywhere on the bridge ::
CNS_Lynix says:
::feels the ship rock and slams fist on the console top as the romulan tackels her::
OPS_Ferguson says:
::sees S'Lia move out of the way and fires at her::
<Romulan Computer> WARNING!  Warp Core Breach in progress, please innitiate emergency proceedures!
CNS_Lynix says:
::strikes the romulan in the head breaking his nose::
ATO_Lt_Malcom says:
::Hears warning:: All: Somebody dump the core!
Host CO_Hebert says:
:: sees a floating panal and grabs it and throws it with force at S'Lia ::
EO_Fixit says:
::hears the alert and decides to focus on ejecting the warp core::
CEO_MacLEOD says:
::looks at an engineering display console::  CO: Captain, the warp core is damaged!
Host AMB_S`lia says:
::adds her blows to that of the CSO, striking the CO in the face::
CSO_Daan says:
::gets up slowy and goes after S'lia again::
CTO_Hunter says:
CEO: Engineering now please!
CEO_MacLEOD says:
CTO:  No time Hunter, the core is overloading.
CSO_Daan says:
::blood comes out of his nose::
ATO_Lt_Malcom says:
::Tries to aim at S'lia and fire at her::
EO_Fixit says:
::slams on the console trying to eject the core::
CNS_Lynix says:
::knocks the romulan out cold and raises up to see an other fight::
CTO_Hunter says:
CEO: Can you do anything form here?
CEO_MacLEOD says:
CTO:  Containment fields are in place, but they will fail in about five minutes.
Host CO_Hebert says:
:: gets quite angry now and uses his feet against the wall in a forward swim style and hits S'lia with all the force he can muster in the mid abdominal section then comes back with a fist across the face ::
CSO_Daan says:
::very dizzy but stillgets up and goes after S'lia again::
CEO_MacLEOD says:
::checks::CTO: Negative, the interface is shot!
CEO_MacLEOD says:
CO:  Captain, we have to get off this ship, now!
CMO-Kriss ::Fires at S'Lia:: (Hphaser.wav)
CNS_Lynix says:
::races to the engineering relay and tries to access::
Host CO_Hebert says:
:: then does a somersault while floating and comes around with a shoe to S'Lia's lower torso, almost in a roundhouse fashion ::
CTO_Hunter says:
:: just ducky ::
Host CO_Hebert says:
:: is quite to busy to answer the people ::
Host AMB_S`lia says:
::tumbles backwards from the CO's blow, manages to wrap her hand around a shard of console and drives it into the CO::
ATO_Lt_Malcom says:
::thinks to himself, darn it::

	The CO's right arm hangs limply, obviously useless

CEO_MacLEOD says:
::tries to reinitialize the reactor control interface from bridge:: 
CSO_Daan says:
::charges towards S'lia seeing that she hit CO wit a consule::
EO_Fixit says:
CEO:Get over here, I think if we both work on this we might be able to eject the core
CNS_Lynix says:
CEO: some one reverse the ion flow to the main reaction chamber.. stop the nergy feed!
CTO_Hunter says:
:: Set hand phaser to wide stun and moves in closer to the fighting ::
CNS_Lynix says:
<energy>
OPS_Ferguson says:
::sees Romulans coming toward her so see fires at them::
Host CO_Hebert says:
:: sees his phaser toubling justout of reach, but throws it against the wall to make it bounce back to him ::
CEO_MacLEOD says:
EO:  On my way!

	the CSO Trips on a plank and goes flying across the room, unfortuantely gravity comes back on right at that moment, and he slams to the 	floor

CEO_MacLEOD says:
CNS:  I'll consider that as a last resort.
Host CO_Hebert says:
bridge:  Would someone please shoot her... :: tumbles out of S'lia's graple ::
ATO_Lt_Malcom says:
::Tries to shoot S'lia again::
EO_Fixit says:
::slams into the floor but quickly gets back up and to the console::
CNS_Lynix says:
CEO: bah! it can be reintialized!
Host AMB_S`lia says:
::crumples to the floor as the gravity returns to normal::
CMO-Kriss says:
::thumps to the floor as gravity in reinitialized::
CSO_Daan says:
::slams to the ground and more blood comes out of his face::
OPS_Ferguson says:
::hears the CO and fires both her rifles at S'Lia::
CTO_Hunter says:
:: Falls to the floor lucky laying half on his feet ::
Host CO_Hebert says:
:: hits the floor and goes nearly unconscious from his phaser implaing him but he rolls over slowly ::
CEO_MacLEOD says:
::speeds to engineering, useing the zero-g environment::  EO: Right, this reactor uses a quantam singularity as a power source, how do we shut it down?
OPS_Ferguson says:
::slams hard down on her injured leg::
Host AMB_S`lia says:
::holds onto the CO as she tumbles::
CNS_Lynix says:
::lands on feet and bumps chin on console top, growling louder::
ATO_Lt_Malcom says:
::was near the floor and fall comfortably::
CNS_Lynix says:
All: I hate this job!
ATO_Lt_Malcom says:
::Tries to stun S'lia again::
OPS_Ferguson says:
::she moans in pain::
CTO_Hunter says:
:: looks around for the other romulans ::
CEO_MacLEOD says:
::hears the reactor chaining out of control::
CSO_Daan says:
::gets up feeling very shaky and looks for S'lia::
Host CO_Hebert says:
:: gets up and picks up S'lia and says ::
This is for just about everything I hate...
:: starts a throwing mannar as he throws S'lia towards the viewscreen ::
CNS_Lynix says:
::looks at S`Lia and growls::
EO_Fixit says:
CEO:We could try fireing a tachyon beam at the event horizon, could disrupt the singularity enogh to stablize the reaction
CTO_Hunter says:
:: Looks for the hostages ::

	S'lia flys into the viewscreen shattering it, her body is impaled with hundereds of gigawatt's of energy.

CSO_Daan says:
::blood all over his face:: CO: Good job Captain.
CEO_MacLEOD says:
EO:  My thoughts exactly, that would hold it in a temporary temporal causality loop, lets do it.
Host CO_Hebert says:
:: sees the sparks fly and he falls to the floor with no energy left, blood flowing freely from his arm and his nose and mouth ::
Host AMB_S`lia says:
::screams and wriths in pain as the electricty flows through her body::
CMO-Kriss says:
::heads to CO, who is in obvious distress::
EO_Fixit says:
::preps the beam and waits for the CEO to get the emmiter ready::
CNS_Lynix says:
CO: sir the core is going to breach!

	S'Lia has a vauge sense of De'Ja'Vu like she's done this before in annother life as she speeds towards the white light...

Host CO_Hebert says:
:: cannot move any part of his body ::

	S'Lia crumples to the ground, dead, their is a certain odour around the bridge, which shall remain nameless.

CEO_MacLEOD says:
::charges emmiter::  EO:  Emmiter charging...  Charged now!
Host CO_Hebert says:
:: is slumped on the floor in a heap of his own blood ::
EO_Fixit says:
::fires the beam::
CEO_MacLEOD says:
EO:  You have fire control, fire!
CMO-Kriss ::gives hypo of asinolyathin for pain to CO:: (Hypospray.wav)
CSO_Daan says:
:: feels a charge of engery as blood runs down his face::
CTO_Hunter says:
CSO: can you scan the shuttle bays from here?
CEO_MacLEOD says:
::looks for a change in the reactor output::
CSO_Daan says:
CTO: Yes
OPS_Ferguson says:
::she makes her way over to the captain::  CO:  Captain let me help

	As the ship slowly regains emergency power, the science console indicates the presence of an explosive at a nearby asteriod, the one 	that contains the pirate base.  It would appear that the pirates had intended to have the hostages off of the rock by now, and were going 	to leave no trace of their presence.

Host CO_Hebert says:
:: feels the pain medicine take effect and everything gets dark as he passes out on the floor ::
CEO_MacLEOD says:
EO:  I think that did it.
CTO_Hunter says:
CSO: can you tell me if the ship has a scout class vessel on board?
CNS_Lynix says:
::takes a moment to catch breath and looks at injury on side near ribs and growls::
CSO_Daan says:
::scans the shuttle bay::
EO_Fixit says:
*CO*: I think we sealed the breach
Host CO_Hebert says:
:: regains power to himself and pulls himself to his feet ::
CEO_MacLEOD says:
::looks at reactor output levels::  EO:  I don't know how long this causality loop with hold, but its holding for now.
CSO_Daan says:
CTo: sorry, nothing is in the shuttle bay.
Host CO_Hebert says:
*EO* Very Well.  :: says in a whisper ::
CNS_Lynix says:
::returns to as console and looks over the readings:: CO: sir.. I found a timer
Host CO_Hebert says:
all:  I need someone to find those hostages, immediately.
EO_Fixit says:
*CEO*: it should hopefully hold until we get home

	The Asteriod appears to be on a buildup to explosion, and the hostages life signs are registering clearly as being on said asteroid...

CMO-Kriss says:
The Captian is unconsious, I need help with carrying him.
CEO_MacLEOD says:
EO:  Reactor output is neutralized, it'll hold.  Good work Fixit.
OPS_Ferguson says:
::she makes her way over to the captain::  CO:  Captain, there are two over there  ::motions behind her::
CTO_Hunter says:
CSO: Scan for the hostages and get whatever information you can from there computers.
Host CO_Hebert says:
:: sees the information on the console:: all:  somoene get a lock on those lifesigns and beam them to the Warbird...
CSO_Daan says:
::goes over to a consule::
Host CO_Hebert says:
CSO:  Get there position.
OPS:  See if you can muster this ship to move closer to that asteroid.
EO_Fixit says:
CEO: just a normal day at the office huh Sir?
CMO-Kriss says:
::sees that he is consious now::
OPS_Ferguson says:
CO:  I'll try

	The Asteriod is an estimated 1.5 minutes to critical, the resulting explosion will destroy everything in this sector, includeing the Black 	Dawn if they dont get a move on.

CEO_MacLEOD says:
EO:  Oh yeah, sure.
CSO_Daan says:
CO: Aye sir
ATO_Lt_Malcom says:
::Passes out on the Bridge::
CNS_Lynix says:
::growls and activates the powers up the transporters::
CSO_Daan says:
CO: They are on the Asteroid.
CSO_Daan says:
CO: I believe i can get a lock on them.

	The sensors indicate that the explosive will go critical in 20 seconds...

Host CO_Hebert says:
:: stands and reads the readings ::
all:  Let's go.  :: taps a combadge ::
Engineering:  I am going to need some speed... sometihng to move real fast... Asap.
Host CO_Hebert says:
CSO: Do it!
CTO_Hunter says:
:: Heads for tactical control :: 
CNS_Lynix says:
::transports the lifesighs to the bridge:: 
Host CO_Hebert says:
OPS:  Start moving this ship behind the planet, maybe we can shield ourselves.
EO_Fixit says:
CEO: what do you think, Warp 3 maybe?
OPS_Ferguson says:
::manages to get a little bit closer but not much but is in range for transport::  CO: this is the closest we can get
CSO_Daan says:
:;gets a lock on them and beams them abourd::

	The asteroid explodes just as the ambassadors are beamed aboard, shock wave on aproach to the Black Dawn, impact in 10 seconds...

CEO_MacLEOD says:
EO:  If were lucky, maybe for a minute or so.
CMO-Kriss says:
::scans the ambassadors for any injuries from their ordeal::
Host CO_Hebert says:
Bridge: Engage!  All possible speed!
EO_Fixit says:
CEO: should be enough 
OPS_Ferguson says:
CO:  Aye ::moving ship behind planet::
CEO_MacLEOD says:
*CO*:  Captain, we have mimal warp power, warp three is the best we can do for now.
Host CO_Hebert says:
:: walks and presses the shields button hoping he can have something ::
CSO_Daan says:
:holds on for impact::
Host CO_Hebert says:
*CEO* Aye!
EO_Fixit says:
::hits the engage control::
Host CO_Hebert says:
:: presses the Warp button and turns the ship towards the newutral zone ::

	The wave hits the Black Dawn, tossing it forward, just as the ship leaps to warp, rapidly outdistancing the wave.

CEO_MacLEOD says:
EO:  Lets see if we can tweak the warp field profile, maybe we can squeeze a few more cochranes out of this tub.
Host CO_Hebert says:
:: engages cloaking device ::
CTO_Hunter says:
CO: We have a green light on the warp drive :: Looks to the CEO:: CEO: I'm I right?
EO_Fixit says:
CEO: Aye ::get to working on the warp field::
Host Jeff says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<END AVALON MISSION>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

